The international financial architecture as a global public good

Weaknesses of this framing, and suggestions for improvements and strategy

Reflections about the framework of “global public goods” may help the High-Level Advisory Board on Global Public Goods (HLAB) avoid mistaken diagnoses and incomplete prescriptions, and toward some negotiation advise.\(^1\),\(^2\) The legitimacy challenges of international financial institutions are not primarily failures to strengthen and protect global public goods\(^3\) – be it “pure” non-rival and non-excludable public goods in Samuelson’s sense,\(^4\) - or in the broader sense of the Common Agenda: Pareto improved outcomes with cross-border benefits to some without loss to anyone.\(^5\) Disagreements about standards for an equitable distribution of benefits and burdens is an urgent and important topic that may hinder progress.

- HLAB should encourage other UN bodies to advance discussion on collective goals
- HLAB should help stakeholders and states identify common objectives and policies
- HLAB can raise awareness of the financial architecture as a public good in relevant ongoing negotiating venues, including UNCITRAL and the WTO

The “international financial architecture” may include only banking and financial regulation. I here also include investment treaties and arbitration, as a legalized system that is hotly contested – and which thus may be a suitable topic for the HLAB. Four main points:

1 International financial institutions are not global public goods, and were never so intended

Talk of ‘global public goods’ suggests that international financial institutions were either intended or at least may be or provide “global public goods.” We may be misled to use such a label from the belief that investment protection stimulates investment of mutual interest, in turn fostering economic development.\(^6\) Those assumptions have three flaws:

- These was not the objectives of the prime movers for investor-state arbitration, who were not investors but officials of the World Bank.\(^7\)
- It is at best an open question whether investment treaties lead to more investment, notwithstanding the beliefs of some tribunals and negotiators at the UNCITRAL and ISDS Reform process.\(^8\)
- The evidence is not clear whether such investments increase economic development. Investments may even hamper such efforts.

So claims that these arrangements are or should be a public good may be false: they do not actually benefit all, and may never have been intended to. They are rather club goods that may impose externalities on non-members. The HLAB should not provide and protect these existing arrangements, but contribute to reform to make them more fair, and reduce suspicion that they are not.

2 Objective: More equitable distribution

It is important to change the financial architecture. But the label “public good” hides the distributive conflicts involved in making it more like public goods in the sense of the Common Agenda, to make the global economy more equitable and sustainable.\(^9\) A more equitable distribution may be difficult from the status quo: Pareto improvements are neither necessary nor sufficient. And the standards of global distributive justice are contested, yet may fuel current populist reactions to multilateral arrangements.

Any change toward more equitable distribution may burden some current parties relative to their current situation. So changes cannot ensure gains for some without making anyone worse of. The distribution of advantages and burdens must be more equitable, and shown to be so, for all states and for
their populations, lest they continue to regard the system as exploitative, fueling destabilizing and justified mistrust.\textsuperscript{10}

There are at least two disconcerting topics that merit careful, empirically and normatively informed scrutiny.

- Does the present architecture unduly privilege some (Northern) investors and their states, perpetrating global injustice?\textsuperscript{11} This is in part a question of whether arbitral tribunals are biased and arbitrary,\textsuperscript{12} possibly remedied by more diversity among the arbitrators on a permanent tribunal.\textsuperscript{13} But the substantive and systemic effects of the treaties and architecture themselves may also reflect and perpetuate unfair power imbalances.\textsuperscript{14}

- Secondly, critics charge that the financial regimes, combined with other international regulations, hamper domestic authorities’ policy space and political will to promote development, poverty alleviation or redistribution.\textsuperscript{15} Such negative impacts – and even mistaken suspicion thereof – have dire consequences for trust in domestic politicians, possibly fueling populist anti-elitist calls to renationalize authority.

### 3 Negotiation challenges

The problem structure of improving the international financial architecture is not one of economists’ ‘pure public goods’ accounts, which cast recalcitrant states as shirking free riders, and prescribe direct or indirect sanctions, shaming or outcasting. The negotiation strategies, mediators’ tasks and contributions of the HLAB and the UN are different – and more difficult.\textsuperscript{16}

Three main challenges are

- to secure sufficient agreement among several veto players and others on what would be permissible and complex distributive issues;
- agree on how to move toward such common solutions;
- with mechanisms that promote sufficient compliance.

Note that disagreement on the first issue - how to allocate future benefits and burdens – often hinders movement toward mutually beneficial common solutions.\textsuperscript{17} Disagreements about location on the Pareto frontier often prevent parties moving toward it.\textsuperscript{18}

Two further confounding factors merit mention:

- the existing financial systems may enhance but also constrain the solutions and processes. Existing institutions and regimes may at best be reformed rather than replaced. Regional agreements/clubs, or sector/issue area regimes may be sufficiently workable second best.\textsuperscript{19} There is strong path dependency, partly since several veto player among the institutional designers can predict the impact on themselves. We must rebuild the ship at open sea, rather than reuse the best parts in dry dock.\textsuperscript{20}

- The Common Agenda urges “Inclusive multilateralism” – but must still avoid deadlock and contested multilateralism. Negotiations should include private sector, non-state actors, parliaments and subnational public actors\textsuperscript{21} – and some may “add various vested interests, including practitioners of international investment law (i.e. the international investment arbitration profession), parliamentarians, and various non-governmental organizations.”\textsuperscript{22} This may reduce the risk that international agreements shifts domestic agendas and bargains away from the powerless, and may ensure that domestic actors can mobilize. The benefits notwithstanding, two risks should temper the drive to inclusiveness. The risk of deadlock increases with the number of disagreeing de facto veto players and with the complexity of issues. A further constraint on getting to a more equitable solution is that if sufficiently many able states become sufficiently dissatisfied with the results, they may exit and instead agree alternative institutions – adding to the risks of forum shopping.\textsuperscript{23}
4 Some negotiation suggestions

These perspectives yield some recommendations for the HLAB, frequently reinforcing observations in the background paper and Common Agenda.

1 HLAB should encourage other UN bodies to advance discussion on collective goals
2 HLAB should help stakeholders and states identify common objectives and policies
3 HLAB can raise awareness of the financial architecture as a public good in relevant ongoing negotiating venues, including UNCITRAL and the WTO

UN bodies may contribute in several ways “to support global discussion, negotiation, progress, solutions and action to address our most urgent collective goals,”24 at the proposed Biennial Summit25 and elsewhere.

- Help stakeholders determine and revise their own preferences about new options, and help states identify possible common objectives and policies, exploring ‘yesable proposals.’ HLAB may contribute at existing arenas, and convene new ones, for well informed preference formation by states and other central actors, based on public information about what games the different states play, and the domestic and international distributive impact of the financial regimes.26 UN bodies may also foster more international and domestic transparency and monitoring, crucial inter alia for domestic actors to affect states’ standards of fair distribution and policy objectives, and to stabilize ‘assurance games’ among those who prefer to do their share as long as the rules are fair and they are convinced that others do likewise.27 The tools and policies of the ‘Compliance and Implementation Mechanism’28 (‘Compliance Committee’) of the Paris Agreement may offer lessons.29

Some salient existing arenas may benefit from such crucial input:

* The HLAB may have an important task to lift this topic on the agenda of the UNCITRAL and ISDS reforms. These processes focus on how to make the arbitral process more transparent and impartial, e.g. questioning party appointed arbitrators; and the perception of inconsistent outcomes, and discussing whether to have a permanent investment court.30 A further core objectives should be to ensure that the regime, including the BITs and the arbitral bodies, visibly contribute to a more equitable international and domestic distribution of the benefits and burdens of international trade. Such calls may appear beyond the proper tasks of the investment regime, better handled by other parts of the international financial architecture. But that is implausible absent a global well-functioning allocation of responsibilities, especially if the regime constrains states’ policy space.

* WTO reforms should adopt welfare improving practices and reinstate “an effective dispute settlement mechanism to be able to address trade tensions.”31 If the WTO secures more equitable distribution of benefits and burdens, or the WTO AB engages in more expansive interpretations e.g. of the exception clauses, the dispute settlement mechanism will be even more susceptible to powerful states who veto, exit, or close it down. One important design challenge is therefore to reduce such vulnerability while maintaining sufficient accountability. The EU may offer lessons, in its reliance on a carefully calibrated qualified majority voting procedure instead of unanimity, allowing threshold number of states and populations to move forward – but also to block proposals.32
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